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1. Management Summary
Here are the EAC milestones of 2020:
•

On 13 March 2020 - following the Dutch government’s guidelines with respect to the
COVID-19 pandemic and in close consultation with the Chairman of the EAC Board - the
Director informed its volunteers, interns and other stakeholders that the EAC premises
would be temporarily closed until further notice.
In line with the subsequent measures announced by the Dutch government, the EAC
staff began - as a matter of principle - to work from home as of March 2020 unless their
presence was strictly necessary at the office. It was decided that only one person of the
EAC staff can be present at any given time on the EAC premises according to an agreed
schedule. The situation in the Netherlands improved between May and September
2020. During that period, the EAC accommodated researchers and let them visit the
EAC following strict EAC COVID-19 working procedures.
At the time of writing of this report, the EAC office is still closed for all volunteers,
interns and researchers. New EAC COVID-19 working procedures and office guidelines
were submitted to the Board on 20 May 2020 and are regularly updated according to
the latest Dutch government measures and guidelines.
Inability to work at the EAC premises since March 2020 has seriously challenged the
daily work of the EAC staff and volunteers and made the implementation of certain
tasks impossible. On the positive side, this pandemic has also allowed the EAC staff to
test new ideas and look into new, creative ways of working.

•

Financials. The 2020 expenditure of 190k was well below the 2020 budget of 222k and
slightly below 2019 expenditure. Lower expenditure is mainly caused by the COVID-19
pandemic. A number of planned activities could not be executed as planned and also
variable office costs were lower as work continued mainly from home. IT costs were
higher to ensure staff could work from home efficiently and securely.
On the income side, rental fees for Paramaribostraat 22 were slightly higher as the rent
was increased due to inflation as per contract.
Investment results via ABN-AMRO and Indexus ended with a small net plus of 2.2%.
Share prices recovered well after a significant dip earlier in 2020 caused by
uncertainties due to COVID-19. The majority of the investments has been transferred
from ABN-AMRO to Indexus, as agreed in the November Board meeting. A small
investment via ABN-AMRO could only be cashed in early 2021.
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•

On 20 August 2020, the EAC Board members and staff had a brainstorming session to
discuss the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the EAC’s work and agree on the next
steps. The agreement brought clarity as to what the EAC priorities should be for the
foreseeable future. It was agreed that an increased and urgent focus on making the
catalogue available online would allow the EAC to attract more researchers by
introducing them to the EAC collection regardless of their location. This priority also
created work for additional archival volunteers that can be done remotely. A project
planning document was prepared and implementation has started in 2021 (see Annex
1).
The Board also decided to investigate whether the EAC should stay with Adlib or move
to another archival software, as well as evaluate the EAC IT system as a whole. The EAC
has been using Adlib software since 2010. Axiell, the software owner, is focused on the
further development of the cloud-based collection management system (Axiell
Collections) and will stop supporting the Adlib version used by the EAC in a few years.
The terms of reference were prepared for the work to be undertaken by a consultant.

•

The EAC acquired two additions to already existing individual and family archives, one
addition to an already existing organisational archive, two blogs for the Blog Archiving
project, six contributions for the COVID-19 initiative and 17 additions to the library. The
huge impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is also reflected by the EACs acquisitions in
2020, for the first time in the history of the EAC, no new individual and family archive
was received.
Despite all the challenges, very good progress has been made with the processing of
the Outpost collection. Processing of Radio Nederland Wereldomroep collection
continued remotely due to the digital nature of this collection.
In March 2020, the EAC launched a new initiative Expatriate Life in the Time of the
COVID-19 Pandemic to preserve material describing this historic crisis through the eyes
of expatriates around the world. The EAC call for action has been translated into six
additional languages: Dutch, German, Spanish, Italian, French, and Portuguese.
Contributions for this initiative also led to additions to the Blog Archiving project.

•

The EAC Thesis Award returned in 2020 with a new focus and two new jurors. Rather
than choosing a research theme, the EAC asked that submissions engage with EAC’s
mission and objectives. Some of the criteria and requirements for the award were
reviewed to allow a greater pool of submissions. The EAC adjusted necessary sections
of the website and started the promotion of the Thesis Award. The submission deadline
is 31 March 2021, and the winner will be announced on 15 July 2021.
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•

In 2020, two researchers were hosted on-site at the EAC. The EAC received and
processed 13 research requests online from local and international researchers. Many
of them the EAC assisted with general information. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic
measures, the EAC premises were closed for researchers during most of 2020.

•

The number of the EAC website users stayed the same as in 2019. The number of page
views decreased by 25% compared to 2019. On social media, Facebook and Twitter
remain the more popular channels and are in the top 10 referrers to the EAC website.
An impressive increase in the reach and engagement of the EAC posts on social media
took place during the first months of the COIVD-19 pandemic. As people continue
working from home and there is no prospect of returning to the office in the near
future, social media usage patterns are changing. An overall number of EAC followers
on Facebook and Twitter continued to grow.

•

For the first time, the EAC organised a virtual Information morning due to the
circumstances with 13 participants. It allowed reaching people who don’t live in the
Netherlands and may never be in a position to visit the EAC, as well as accommodate
more people that could physically fit at the EAC premises.
In 2020 the EAC sent another two newsletters, in July and December 2020. This
schedule works well and is possible to implement. Newsletters receive positive
feedback, and readers appreciate regular updates from the EAC.

•

The total number of volunteers was 18 (compared to 28 in 2019), with an average of
13 volunteers engaged at the same time. Since March 2020, the EAC was able to
accommodate only an average of eight volunteers. PR volunteers easily moved online
and were able to continue their tasks. Unfortunately, many archival volunteers had to
stop their activities since their tasks required their physical presence at the EAC
premises. The EAC expanded its outreach and now accepts volunteer applications from
people living outside the Netherlands (within the EU) for specific projects.
Events in academia and the cultural and archival sectors looked a lot different in 2020.
While some were cancelled, others moved online. This allowed the EAC staff to attend
webinars, workshops and conferences to expand and deepen their knowledge. These
events also provided the EAC with multiple networking opportunities. The majority of
them were free of charge. Never before has the EAC been able to participate in some
of these events due to high registration and/or travel costs.

5

Christmas Zoom call, December 2020
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2. Report on Activities
2.1 Promotion related
The COVID-19 pandemic brought a lot of changes in the work of the EAC. It also allowed
the staff and volunteers to reevaluate their ways of working and come up with new
creative ideas and initiatives.
2020 saw changes in internet usage and behaviour patterns depending on the timing of
lockdowns, Zoom meetings, and other necessary digital activities. Luckily the EAC PR
activities could continue under new working circumstances. The PR Manager was assisted
by three highly skilled volunteers throughout the year that, as a team, made sure the
archive’s online activity was steady, topical, and engaged archives and expat networks
from around the world.
The EAC introduced a new initiative and launched the 2021 Thesis Award. The new
initiative, Expatriate Life During the Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic, is the first to be
published in 7 languages, all of which were promoted throughout the year on social media
on at least a monthly basis.
The EAC newsletter was sent out in July and December 2020. The newsletter is useful for
keeping in touch with donors, former and current volunteers and interns, researchers, as
well as professional and academic contacts. Word of mouth is still important for growth at
the archive, and the newsletter is one tool that helps keep the EAC in the minds of those
it has worked with.
Since many events took place online free of charge, the EAC was provided with numerous
opportunity to network and raise awareness about its activities. An EAC article about one
of its collections was published in the October 2020 edition of La Faute à Rousseau. The
magazine is a publication of the Association Pour l’Autobiographie in France. This article
was well received and the EAC got invited to submit another article in French for its next
publication in 2021. The article was also translated into English and shared on the EAC
website.
Although volunteers’ and interns’ presence at the EAC premises helps them to understand
better what the EAC stands for and how it functions, in 2020, the EAC also saw that PR
activities could be done remotely (also by people living outside the Netherlands). It may
take longer to train the new volunteers, but looking outside the Netherlands allows the
EAC to reach a bigger pool of talented and skilled people.

8

2.1.1 EAC Thesis Award
The EAC Master’s Thesis Award returned in 2020 with a new focus and two new jurors.
Rather than choosing a research theme, the EAC asked that submissions engage with the
EAC mission and objectives. As in 2019, the winner of the Thesis Award receives €500 and
the executive summary of the thesis will be published online by the EAC and organisations
involved in this project. The executive summaries of the first-, second, and third-place
thesis applications will also be published on the EAC website and promoted via social
media channels. The submission deadline is 31 March 2021, and the winner will be
announced on 15 July 2021.
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Board member Meghann Ormond and EAC Director Kristine Racina revised the criteria and
requirements for the award to allow a greater pool of submissions, such as waiving the
requirement of an academic adviser’s assessment and adding more academic years.
The award is determined by five jury members: two permanent and three guest jurors.
Guest jurors are experts on the chosen competition topic and are selected by the EAC and
the jury's chairperson.
2020 jurors are:
− Meghann Ormond, an EAC board member and Associate Professor in Cultural
Geography at Wageningen University & Research in the Netherlands;
− Matthew Hayes, an Associate Professor of Sociology and Canada Research Chair in
Global and International Studies at St. Thomas University, Fredericton, Canada;
− Sarah Kunz, a Leverhulme Early Career Fellow at the School of Sociology, Politics and
International Studies at the University of Bristol in the UK. She was an EAC researcher
and intern while completing her PhD in Human Geography;
− Danau Tanu, an Honorary Research Fellow in the School of Social Sciences at the
University of Western Australia and a Visiting Research Fellow in the Graduate School
of Asia-Pacific Studies at Waseda University, Japan;
− Kristine Racina, the Director of the EAC.
Meghann Ormond and Kristine Racina are the two permanent jurors. Meghann Ormond is
the chairperson.
Five organisations agreed to continue as the EAC’s partners for this project. Those were
FIGT 1, The International Metropolis Project, TheHagueOnLine, ACCESS Netherlands and
DutchNews.nl.
The EAC actively promoted this initiative throughout the second half of 2020. Volunteers
helped with creating new promotional material, which was made available on the EAC
website and shared widely on its social media channels.

2.1.2 @WeAreXpats
This social-media-based initiative entered its fifth year in June 2020. This rotation curation
account on Twitter hosts a different person on a weekly basis. Each curator must be a
current expatriate, recent repatriate, adult TCK, or in an expatriation-adjacent role. In

1

Families in Global Transition.
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recent years, the EAC expanded the possible roles of curators (from only being a current
expat) to provide conversational variety for followers of the account, and to enhance the
breadth of material that can be used by researchers.
Engagement with the account was modest but overall successful in generating
conversation on topics relevant to expatriate life. Naturally, experiences about living
through the COVID-19 pandemic was a prominent theme throughout the year.
The follower count increased this calendar year by about 150, to a total of 2,000. By the
end of 2020, approximately 200 total curators have shared from @WeAreXpats, some of
them twice or three times. Attracting curators from, or living in, the global south to curate
the account continues to be a challenge. However, expats originating in the UK, the US and
living in Europe or the Far East are the most represented.
This project should be occasionally reviewed for costs/benefits, e.g. how much effort
should the EAC put into maintaining this project if too much time is spent on recruiting
new curators? The EAC may well consider requiring a prospective PR volunteer to be an
active Twitter user to aid the marketing of and recruitment for this specific initiative.
Website: www.wearexpats.org
Twitter address: https://twitter.com/wearexpats

2.1.3 Events
Events in academia and the cultural and archival sectors looked a lot different in 2020.
While some events the EAC attends regularly were cancelled, some moved online.
• Events targeting the expatriate community:
− Feel at Home in The Hague Fair (The Hague, 2 February);
− Focus group organised by PEP Den Haag and Volunteer The Hague called ‘Activating
International Residents of The Hague Area as Volunteers’. 2021 is the ‘Nationaal
Jaar Vrijwillige Inzet’ /National Year of Voluntary Involvement. The group consisting
of 12 participants discussed how to create a localised campaign for internationals
who seek volunteer opportunities and ideas for planned media blitzes in May and
September 2021. Participants also discussed how their organisations recruit and
retain volunteers, and how they are coping with challenges related to volunteering
amid COVID-19 regulations (online, 10 November);
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• Presentations/events organised by the EAC:
− EAC Information Morning. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this event was done
online. Moving online allowed for greater attendance than is available on the
EAC premises and reach out to people who are not located in the Netherlands
(5 October);
−

2020 EDAC 2 virtual network meeting. Since the EAC is the EDAC Secretariat, the
Director moderated this meeting. The Archivist and PR Manager also
participated in the meeting. Participants discussed the problems facing them as
archives and ego-document holders and how they have adapted to face these
challenges. (online, 17 October).

• Other events:
− 17th IMISCOE 3 annual conference. IMISCOE is the largest European network of
scholars in the area of migration and integration. The conference was
organised online and aimed to support the exchange of ideas and knowledge
amongst its members, giving them opportunities to present papers and get
feedback, have panel discussions, and support and inspire each other in these
extraordinary times (online, 1-2 July);
− #WeMissIPress online event. It was organised to exchange work in progress
and experiences with digital preservation. Topics addressed during this three
days event were: picking up the threads of 2019, the best of digital
preservation in 2020 and digital preservation in 2021. It was a mix of
presentations, lightning talks, panels, and participant interaction, all supported
by social and networking opportunities (22-24 September);
− Europeana 2020 annual conference entitled “Crisis, Change and Culture”. The
conference built on the momentum caused by the pandemic to explore how an
open, knowledgeable and creative society can be developed and looks at how
digital culture can create meaningful and positive change in our society. It also
critically looked at the role of cultural heritage and how it can be reimagined
(online, 11-13 November).
New professional memberships of the EAC:
−

2
3

Archives Portal Europe. The portal provides access to information on archival
material from different European countries as well as information on archival
institutions throughout the continent. It consists of 7117 institutions,

European Ego-Documents Archive and Collections Network.
International Migration, Integration and Social Cohesion in Europe.
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281,641,518 descriptive units of archives and 26,896 persons and entities. The
EAC is expected to upload its catalogue descriptions once the review process is
finished and we have made sure that our metadata conforms to all applicable
laws;
−

ICARUS 4. The centre aims at historical research in consideration of
technological progress in the field of archives. It is an association consisting of
more than 180 archives and scientific institutions from 34 European countries
plus Canada and the US. The Director has been invited to present the EAC at
ICARUS General Assembly and Members online meetings (25-26 November).

In 2020 the EAC continued its role as Secretariat for the EDAC. An intern from Erasmus
University took on the project of creating a new website for the network, but,
unfortunately, he was in the middle of his internship when lockdown measures went in
place. He could complete the term with the EAC but had to quickly adapt to online classes
and other changes. His contribution to the project is satisfactory, but the EAC is still
working on the final touches before sharing the website with the EDAC network.

2.1.4 EAC Newsletter
The EAC mailed two e-newsletters in 2020, each a semi-annual reflection on the work done
at the archive since the previous edition of the newsletter. Each edition is sent to
researchers, volunteers, interns, donors, partners, and colleagues worldwide. The EAC
plans to continue distributing its newsletters by email every six months (in July and
December of each year). Newsletter’s open and click rates are shown below.

4

International Centre for Archival Research.
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July 2020 newsletter
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The top links clicked were the following:
-

Expatriate Life in the Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic;
EAC Thesis Award;
@WeAreXpats Twitter page;
Expatleven tijdens de COVID-19 pandemie;
A Vida de Expatriado no Tempo da Pandemia de COVID-19;
EAC Blog Archiving project.

December 2020 Newsletter
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The top links clicked were the following:
-

Expatriate Life in the Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic;
Archives Portal Europe;
DutchNews.nl interview with Director Kristine Racina;
EAC Thesis Award;
‘Confined Across the Oceans: How A Dutch Family Survives the Second World War’;
EAC Blog Archiving project.
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2.1.5 Website and Social Media Statistics
As much of the global workforce began to work from home in 2020, individual and
institutions changed their internet usage and behaviour patterns with the rhythms of
lockdowns, Zoom meetings, and other necessary adaptations. The EAC was able to stay its
course, with minimal changes to the website and social media activity. On social media,
Facebook and Twitter remain the more popular channels and are in the top 10 referrers to
the EAC website. Instagram and LinkedIn receive attention when appropriate. Instagram is
useful for sharing event details and other visual information, whereas LinkedIn is strictly
professional.
The pattern of one Facebook post/Twitter tweet per day generally remained; this level of
institutional activity is regarded as active enough to have a social media presence without
compromising the quality of information shared. Additionally, the EAC is fortunate to have
dedicated PR volunteers working from home to maintain this level of online activity.
Despite fluctuations in global internet patterns and the figures reported in this section, the
EAC continued to share its mission and initiatives online in the hopes of meeting people
where they were: on their smartphones and computers.
Xpatarchive.com website statistics
The EAC website saw a spike of activity on 27-29 April from a traffic bot generator
(getbottraffic4free.xyz) located in China. It is unknown how xpatarchive.com became a
target, but there are no indications that the website’s security was ever compromised or
that there was an attempted DDoS attack. Google Analytics provides ways to filter bots
from statistics, but the PR Manager cannot guarantee 100% accuracy in such conditions.
− 4,900 users (.015% decrease from 2019);
− 12,625 page views (25% decrease from 2019);
− 89.7% new, 10.3% returning (similar to 2019);
− 29% users are from the Netherlands, 16% US, 8% UK, 3.4% China. Other countries:

Germany, France, India, Australia, Italy, Canada;
− Known traffic sources: 41.3% organic search, 34.5% direct, 13.1% referral, 10.1% social.
These figures and the ranking of channel groups is a reversal of 2019’s user behaviour
and more like those from 2018;
− Top referrers: Facebook, Baidu (a Chinese search engine), Twitter;
− Most popular pages (after homepage) – Expatriate Life in the Time of the COVID-19
Pandemic (10.8% of total page views), About (5.8%), Research (5.5%).
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Eacanniversary.com website
The Saudade exhibition website eacanniversary.com has been more or less in stasis since
2018’s Saudade-related events began to wind down. The EAC will reconceptualise its use,
e.g. turning it into an online gallery or other similar projects.
Facebook
The EAC Facebook page remains one of the archive’s more active social media channels. It
continues to attract “likes” and followers at a steady pace, reaching 1,215 page likes by the
last day of 2020 (1,165 by the end of 2019). The gender and age breakdowns are
unchanged from 2019. The majority of people interested in the EAC live in the Randstad.
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Twitter
Twitter is another active social media channel for the archive. Growth in the EAC’s follower
count continues at a modest pace, with 5,202 total followers at the end of 2020 (compared
to 5,052 in 2019). Metrics are analysed quarterly instead of annually, so the figures below
reflect the average of all quarters in 2020:
−
483 impressions per day (similar to 2019);
−
45.6k impressions per quarter (slight increase from 2019);
−
1.3% average engagement per quarter (decrease from 2019);
−
Peak annual engagement of 13% (great increase from 2019).

2.1.6 Promotion Impact
In 2020, the PR Manager’s focus was on keeping the EAC’s online presence at the existing
level despite the challenges that the COVID-19 pandemic introduced in everyone’s lives.
The statistics in this report show that the EAC was successful in achieving this goal. On
social media, Facebook and Twitter remain the more popular channels and are in the top
10 referrers to the EAC website.
Due to the inability to welcome volunteers, interns and researchers at the EAC premises,
the EAC’s PR activities were focused on the promotion of the latest Expatriate Life in the
Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic initiative and the EAC Thesis Award rather than projects
that use the archive’s physical collection.
19

For the first time, the EAC translated information about its latest project into six additional
languages to reach a wider audience, especially non-English speakers. These languages
were chosen because staff and/or volunteers could comfortably assess the themes and
quality of writing of potential donations. Among contributions to this initiative, in 2020 the
EAC received a blog written in English and Japanese, a language not common in the
archive’s holdings. In 2021 the EAC will evaluate whether such an effort is worth replicating
in the future.
2020 was a year of renewal for the EAC Thesis Award. The criteria were revisited and, in
some cases, revised, and a new promotion strategy was created to include a greater
number of academic networks and contacts. The number of applications in 2021 will also
show how successful the EAC has spread information about the EAC Thesis Award across
its networks and on social media.
In 2020 the EAC saw that participation in one initiative often leads to interest in other EAC
activities and projects. E.g. people contributing to the Expatriate Life in the Time of the
COVID-19 Pandemic initiative often have a blog and are interested in participating in the
Blog Archiving project.
The COVID-19 pandemic not only created challenges but also opportunities. The EAC
organised its first virtual Information Morning and will continue having online events in
the future. The goal is to target people who live outside the Netherlands and may never
be in a position to visit the EAC premises. The staff recognise this is important if the EAC
wishes to position itself as a global leader in its field. The different times of day this event
may be scheduled for allows the EAC to reach people living in different time zones,
countries and continents. A Zoom call has a much larger attendance capacity than the
study room at the EAC and has the benefit of easy recording to share with people
interested in the archive but are unable to attend an event at a specific time.
Regardless of changes that the EAC faces, it is critical of what PR activities to undertake
and events to attend. The EAC staff always looks for ways to improve its activities in an
innovative, impactful and time-effective manner. In 2020 multiple organisations took their
events online. These events provided the EAC with multiple networking opportunities.
Staff from other organisations appear more open to discussing cooperation possibilities
since the beginning of COVID-19 pandemic.
Here is “2020 at a glance”:
− no new family archives;
− two additions to already existing individual and family archives;
− one addition to an already existing organisational archive;
− two additions for the Blog Archiving Project;
20

− six contributions for the COVID-19 initiative;
− 18 volunteers;
− 13 research requests;
− two researchers utilised the EAC collection.

As long as the EAC cannot allow researchers and volunteers on its premises, the PR
activities will be focused on its current activities/projects. The EAC continues to build on
its reputation despite all the challenges.
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2.2 Acquisition and Archiving of Collections related
The archiving and collection management related activities in 2020 were overshadowed
by the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in February 2020. Due to Dutch government
measures, the EAC was forced to close its premises for volunteers and researchers for an
unforeseeable time. This caused a huge impact on the progress of several ongoing archival
projects - all activities requiring the physical presence of volunteers had to be put on hold.
It also meant that in some cases, volunteers were unfortunately not able to finish their
projects before they moved on to other assignments in the course of the year. The huge
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is also reflected in the number of acquisitions in 2020.
For the first time in the history of the EAC, no new individual and family archive was
received.
After an initial phase of orientation, the EAC quickly established adjusted working routines,
allowing the Archivist and her team to continue with the processing of some important
archival projects despite the challenging circumstances.
The emphasis of the archiving related activities in the first half of 2020 was on the
refining/finishing of some remaining guidelines and procedures, as well as finishing the
description phase of the GOS 5 archives. In addition to that, the EAC was busy with revising
the existing cataloguing procedures to make them GDPR compliant.
On 20 August 2020, the EAC Board and staff had a brainstorming session to discuss the
EAC’s future and possible adjustments in the working environment due to the COVID-19
pandemic. It was agreed that an increased and urgent focus on making the catalogue
available online would allow the EAC to attract more researchers by introducing them to
the EAC’s collection regardless of their location. This priority also creates work for
additional archival volunteers that can be done remotely. To get a better insight into this
effort, a project planning document was prepared (see Annex 1).
It was also decided to investigate whether the EAC should stay with Adlib or move to
another archival software (possibly an open-source application), as well as evaluate the
EAC IT system as a whole. The terms of reference were prepared for the work to be
undertaken by a consultant in 2021.
The second half of 2020 was focused on the planning of a new important project which
will become the EAC’s core of archival activities for the next few years: the revision of the
already existing Adlib catalogue to provide meaningful finding aids and archival
descriptions to researchers worldwide. This massive project will be divided into several
stages and require a significant quantity of EAC human resources.
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2.2.1 Acquisition
In 2020, the EAC registered 31 accessions in the Adlib system, consisting of the following
acquisitions:
− Two accruals to already existing individual and family archives;
− One accrual to the EAC orphans collection;
− One accrual to an already existing organisational archive;
− 17 additions to the library (multiple magazines, non-fiction, scientific publications,
thesis;
− two digital clippings about the EAC;
− two additions for the Blog Archiving Project;
− six contributions for the COVID-19 initiative (including blogs and a collection of
cartoons).

2020 EAC Holdings Additions
COVID-19 Initiative

6

Blog Archiving Project

1

PR Related Material

2

Library

17

Organisational Archives

1

Orphans Collection

1

IFP

2
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16
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The overall number of new accessions acquired by the EAC slightly decreased in 2020,
mostly caused by the stagnation of new collections received. The number of additions for
the library was well-performing, as well as the amount of received web-based material and
born-digital material, compared to 2019.

2.2.2 Archiving
In 2020 the EAC staff managed to continue with several of its ongoing archiving related
projects despite being forced to work from home most of the year.

5

Global Outpost Shell.
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Whenever possible, volunteers were involved in archival related projects, exploring
together with the EAC staff alternative ways to work from home while keeping up with a
professional work attitude.
In 2020, the EAC also created its first guidelines for digitising and storing digital archival
material according to required standards. By the end of the year, this project was almost
finished, still missing were practical workflows and final technical decisions.
Despite the circumstances, excellent progress has been made also on the organisational
archives of GOS.
The overall number of volunteers decreased compared to 2019. Unfortunately, the EAC
was not in a position to host any interns due to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.

Expatriate Life in the Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic initiative
The EAC launched mid-March a new initiative to preserve material describing this historic
crisis through the eyes of expatriates around the world. Because of the global nature of
the pandemic, the initiative is for material in any language and any format. The method of
archiving is tailored to the type of material to be donated. Most forms of media and media
channels are accepted, such as:
- blogs;
- personal writings on paper;
- emails;
- social media posts and exchanges;
- photography that supplements writing.
For the first time, the information about the initiative was translated into six additional
languages: Dutch, German, Spanish, Italian, French, and Portuguese. These languages were
chosen because the EAC staff and (ex-)volunteers speak these languages, they could
proofread, and submitted material can be assessed. Information about the initiative was
shared widely across all social media channels in 2020 at monthly intervals.
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Contrary to the Blog Archiving Project, this initiative is open for all types of personal
creative expression, media and media channels, creating new challenges for the EAC to
describe and preserve the diverse material most appropriately and sustainably. So far, the
contributions consist of six blogs and one collection of cartoons. Submissions for this
initiative lead to a new contribution to the Blog archiving project. Often contributors and
potential donors become interested in other initiatives and projects undertaken by the
EAC.
This initiative will be an ongoing project and continuously further developed in the course
of its growths.

Blog Archiving project
In 2020 the EAC continued to collect contributions for the Blog Archiving project. Also, in
response to the complexity of this ambitious project, the EAC put its focus on finding
sustainable solutions for both technical and legal questions to guarantee the collections of
long-lasting digital preservation and use.
In 2020 this project was supported by one dedicated volunteer, working from home and
helping with the creation of blog metadata and researching potentially interesting new
blogs and finding solutions for relevant legal/technical questions regarding web archiving.

Processing of collections related activities:
- RNW 6: collection processing of the web articles from the www.rnw.nl website in
Excel spreadsheets was ongoing (ca. 450 records 7 of which ca. 190 have been
described). The volunteer processing this collection agreed to continue work from
home while the EAC was closed. As this is a digital collection, the staff could make
arrangements for her to access the necessary parts of the collection remotely.
The volunteer has since been working from home with regular feedback from the
Assistant Archivist;
- FAWCO 8: cataloguing and organising FAWCO material has been put on hold since
the office's closure in March 2020. Approximately 60% of this collection was
processed by the time of the closure;

6

Radio Nederland Wereldomroep;
Record is a document description. Documents can be of a different size. Record contains on average between 15 to
20 description elements;
8
Federation of American Women’s Clubs Overseas.
7
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- Shell/Outpost: in the final stages of processing. It was planned to finish processing
this collection in 2020, but due to the office's closure, work on this collection was
put on hold. After the partial re-opening of the office for staff in summer 2020, the
Assistant Archivist spent as much of her time at the office as possible finalising the
collection organisation and preparing the documents for scanning. By the end of
2020, this stage of the project was almost completed. Considering the
circumstances and existing limitations, excellent progress was made;
- Adlib: Creation of a project planning for the revising and adjustment of the existing
Adlib collection descriptions; this project is divided into different steps and stages
and will be ongoing for the next couple of years;
- “Orphans” project: after the first examination and pre-sorting of about 2.500
orphan files9 in 2018 the next steps will be to re-root and rearrange files if possible
and accession all files in Adlib. This project was on hold throughout 2020;
- SLP 10: this project was on hold throughout 2020;
- Collection Mapping project: ca. 75% of IFP 11’s are already read for the first time and
15% for a second time. This project was put on hold throughout 2020;
- Library: on hold throughout the year, because a qualified library volunteer who
could work remotely from home wasn’t found in 2020;
- Processing IFP: all activities were put on hold throughout the year 2020 because
processing requires physical presence at the office. This includes the reorganisation
of an already existing Dutch archive and a collection of Romanian letters (ca. 450
records of which ca. 250 have been described).
Archiving policies, guidelines and procedures development related:
The focus of 2020 was put on the finishing of relevant documents and updating already
existing documents. This includes:
• related to GDPR (privacy legislation):
− finishing of the updated SOP 12 for the EAC archiving process;
− further developing of additional policy documents for processing archival material
in compliance with GDPR requirements was advanced;
− implementation of security measures and safeguards was ongoing;
− creation of records of processing activities was ongoing;

9

“Orphans files” are documents without obvious and/or traceable context to other collections;
Shell Ladies Project;
11
Individual and Family Papers;
12
Standard Operating Procedures.
10
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− adjustment of EAC cataloguing rules according to data protection by default was

finished;
− legal status of different donation agreements held by the EAC is still under
investigation;
•

related to managing archives and collections:
− procedures for digitising and storing digital files were created and almost finished;
still missing are the final decisions about used formats and scanning devices and the
implementation of scanning and storing workflows;
− staff procedures for storing and labelling EAC material were almost finished; still
missing are only the sections about digital files which will be adjusted once the
digitisation guidelines are ready;
− volunteer guidelines for storing and labelling EAC material were almost finished; see
above;
− volunteer guidelines for editing existing records in Adlib were finished;
− staff and volunteers glossary for frequently used archival terms and expressions
were almost finished. A final review needs to be done;
− creation of staff procedures and volunteer guidelines for archiving organisational
archives were initiated;
− staff procedures for creating Adlib Catalogue records are finished; the creation of
Authority records in the Adlib Thesaurus and Person & Institution modules are
included in the currently existing document but might be further detailed in a
separate document if needed.

The work on the following procedures and guidelines was put on hold or not started yet:
− retention and archiving procedures for the EACs organisational archive;
− staff and volunteer guidelines for numbering EAC holdings;
− authority list of organisational archives subject terms;
− appraisal, selection and disposal procedures for EAC holdings.
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Guidelines and Procedures Progress
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Overall, in 2020 were already 80% of the important guidelines completed. This means that
all of the relevant and high-priority documents were finished and implemented in the EACs
daily work routines. As for the remaining 20%, the majority of the documents are almost
finished, missing only minor adjustments and additions. Only a handful of low-priority
documents were not existing yet, causing no impact on the archiving workflows.

2.3 Research related
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the EAC premises remained closed for the researchers
during most of the year. In 2020, two researchers were hosted on-site at the EAC
(compared to 12 in 2019). The EAC received and processed 13 research requests online
from local and international researchers. Many of them the EAC assisted with general
information.
The on-site research included the following topics and institutions:
− Research on correspondence from Dutch emigrants in the period 1945-1965:
research for a book publication;
− History of Outpost in the context of the 25th-anniversary celebration: Shell Global
Outpost.
Two researchers who got in touch in 2020 are still waiting for the situation to improve and
visit the EAC for their research.
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2.4 Staff and Volunteers related
On 13 March 2020 - following the Dutch government’s guidelines concerning the COVID19 pandemic and in close consultation with the Chairman of the EAC Board - the Director
informed its volunteers, interns and other stakeholders that the EAC premises will be
temporarily closed until further notice. Ever since the EAC staff - as a matter of principle continued to work from home unless their presence on the premised was strictly
necessary. It was agreed that only one person could be present at any given time on the
EAC premises. Therefore, new EAC working procedures, as well as office guidelines, were
created and regularly revised. This information is also available on the EAC website.
Since the office's closure in March 2020, the EAC staff has its weekly Staff meeting via
Zoom.
Creativity, flexibility and dedication of the staff, volunteers and interns made working from
home possible during this unprecedented and challenging time. They were not only
ensuring that the running of the main processes is taken care of but also came up with new
creative ideas and projects. In 2020, the EAC staff also attended several webinars and
workshops to expand and deepen their knowledge.
In 2020 the EAC employed the following staff members: Kristine Racina (Director), Eva
Barbisch (Archivist), Kelly Merks (PR Manager), Myrthe Korf (Assistant Archivist) and
Fadime Uzun (Office Manager).
The working hours of most staff were changed to 18 hours a week except for the Director
(30 hours a week).
Volunteer activities at the EAC were undertaken by 18 persons (compared to 28 in 2019).
At any one time,
− from January to March, there was an average of 14 volunteers working at the EAC

(same as in 2019);
− from April to December, there was an average of 8 volunteers working from home

(total average of 11 volunteers).
On average, 13 volunteers worked on archival activities, and five assisted with PR and
marketing activities. After a decade of volunteering, the Chronologist decided to stop
volunteering. Since 2013 the EAC still has a waiting list of potential volunteers. Due to
working from home, the EAC started accepting volunteer applications from people living
outside the Netherlands (within the EU). This change allows reaching a broader audience
once looking for new volunteers for specific projects.
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Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 measures and lockdown, the EAC couldn't organise
events for its volunteers. An online meetup with volunteers was organised on 8 December
2020 to express appreciation for their dedication. Small presents were sent to them as
well.
In addition to the volunteers, two interns assisted with the work of the EAC in 2020:
− One unaffiliated intern was required to have relevant archival work experience to

qualify for the archival studies in the UK (PGCert Archival Studies). He assisted with
the Outpost Collection and FAWCO organisational archive from October 2019 until
March 2020;
− One Master student from Erasmus University, in Rotterdam, the Netherlands,
assisted with a PR project from February until May 2020.
2020 was the year of many changes. It also showed which tasks and projects can be done
remotely and which not. Based on this knowledge and once the situation improves, the
EAC staff will review its approach and may decide to keep some volunteers working
remotely (e.g. for some of the PR tasks).
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The EAC staff met in June for the first time since March. We enjoyed a picnic in a beautiful park with
gorgeous weather ...and we kept our distance.

2020 has not been what any of us expected it would be at the start of the year. Despite
lockdowns, cancellations, and other setbacks, we continued working toward the EAC’s
mission of preserving expat life stories — albeit remotely. The EAC staff has also used this
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time to boost their professional development with various webinars and online courses.
Since 13 March 2020, the EAC staff has been working from home. Except for three archival
volunteers, all other archival volunteers could not continue their work remotely since their
presence at the EAC premises is crucial for their work. PR volunteers and PR interns —
given the type of their work — agreed to continue to work from home.
As of 1 June 2020, the office has re-opened for the EAC staff with adjusted health and
safety protocols. Currently, together with the EAC Board members, we are exploring how
we can best accommodate researchers and interns, as well as how to make sure our staff
and volunteers can continue their work during this challenging and unprecedented time.
Please follow our social media channels for further updates.
This newsletter provides information on what the EAC has been up to since the start of the
year, including an exciting new initiative. Little of this would be possible without our
dedicated volunteers — current and former! — who have continued to assist us from home.
We are incredibly grateful to them.

Expatriate Life in the Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic
Once it became clear how far-reaching the impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic would
be, the EAC launched a new initiative to preserve material accounting this historic crisis
through the eyes of expatriates around the world. Because of the global nature of the
pandemic, the initiative is for material in any language and any format.
In a first for the EAC, the information about the initiative has been translated into six
additional languages: Dutch, German, Spanish, Italian, French, and Portuguese.
• Expatriate Life in the Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic (EAC Initiatives page);
• Expatleven tijdens de COVID-19 pandemie (Dutch version);
• Das Leben von Expats in Zeiten der Covid-19 Pandemie (German version);
• La vida de expatriado en los tiempos de la pandemia COVID-19 (Spanish version);
• La vita degli expat al tempo della pandemia COVID-19 (Italian version);
• Expériences d’expatrié∙e∙s face à la pandémie de COVID-19 (French version);
• A Vida de Expatriado no Tempo da pandemia de COVID-19 (Portuguese version).
If you are an expatriate or have moved back home — regardless of country of origin or
residence — and you have written about any topic related to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
want to preserve your story. Please send all inquiries to welcome@xpatarchive.com.
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Other EAC Initiatives
Even though business as usual is different now than it was at the start of the year,
three EAC initiatives continue to grow and are in regular need of contributors. These
projects, the Blog Archiving Project and WeAreXpats, have different thresholds for
participation, but their goal is the same: to preserve the digital lives of expats. A third
current initiative, the EAC Thesis Award, has been revamped this year to include a broader
scope of topics. Read on to learn more about each project.

The Blog Archiving Project, which began in 2019 after years of planning, continues to
gather momentum. More than 80 bloggers have been approached or have reached out to us
to contribute. Our goal is to archive blogs that centre the daily lives and everyday
experiences of expats in their adopted place. Are you interested in submitting yours? Send
us an email to blogs@xpatarchive.com, and we will be happy to answer all your questions.

@WeAreXpats is not a new initiative. In fact, it recently started its fifth year and is one of
the EAC’s longest-running projects. @WeAreXpats is a Twitter account that “migrates” to a
different person each week. We started it with the goal of using it to document and archive
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tweets from people living a life of expatriation; a curator could be currently living abroad,
could have repatriated, or grew up moving around the world with their family (even if they
have settled down somewhere).
This initiative works in week-long cycles. All that is required of a curator is that they have a
Twitter account and have lived some of their life as an expatriate. To learn more about the
project, please visit wearexpats.org. If you want to sign up or recommend a potential
curator, send an email to wearexpatsrocur@gmail.com.
Follow the conversation at the WeAreXpats Twitter account.

The EAC Thesis Award was initiated in 2019 to celebrate and reward talents who produce
outstanding master’s theses that help further to understand the impact of expatriation on
people’s lives. We are working on final details for the 2021 Thesis Award.
To be eligible for the 2021 Award, theses need to meet the following criteria:
• The thesis is written in English;
• The thesis may be from the 2017-18, 2018-19 and 2019-20 academic years;
• The thesis engages with the mission and objectives of the EAC;
• The thesis has been awarded a mark of 8/10 or more (or equivalent).
The submission deadline is 28 February 2021. Learn more about the EAC Thesis Award on
our website.

Processing of collections
A few archival projects had to be put on hold when the EAC office closed temporarily this
spring. However, we were able to continue working on several collections remotely with the
assistance of our volunteers.
The EAC staff is looking for ways to digitally involve more volunteers in ongoing activities.
If you are interested in being a volunteer, please send your CV and a short letter of
motivation to welcome@xpatarchive.com.

EAC Information Morning
Unfortunately, we had to cancel our Information Morning in March 2020 due to the
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measures related to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The next EAC Information Morning is scheduled for 5 October 2020. Information
Mornings provide an overview of the EAC’s history, our initiatives, and how we work as an
archive. Due to the current situation, this time, it will be virtual. This will be a one-ofa-kind opportunity for people who want to learn more about the EAC but cannot physically
come to The Hague.
If you are interested in joining the upcoming Information Morning, please send an email to
welcome@xpatarchive.com.
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EAC staff and volunteers met online in December to discuss projects and
catch up with staff and one another.
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Letter from the director
by Kristine Racina
This year has been a tough year for everyone. It began with an optimistic to-do
list and lots of goals. And then the COVID-19 pandemic made most of us
rethink, reprioritise, re-budget, and remind ourselves that some of the changes
and adjustments may be permanent.
As this year comes to an end, the good news is that vaccination programmes
will be rolled out next year and that our living and working conditions will
become more bearable. Of course, no one knows yet what a new normal will
mean; this equally applies to the EAC.
Together with the Board, the EAC staff is working hard translating insights that
we have gained during the past year into new opportunities. As an example, we
will as of next year accelerate the establishment of an online catalogue for
researchers. Once accomplished, approved researchers will no longer have to
travel to The Hague in order to determine which materials they would like to
have access to.
During the summer, the EAC was able to only receive a small number of
researchers. There were also cases where researchers had to cancel their trips
to The Hague due to COVID-19 measures. We hope to welcome them again
somewhere in 2021!

Some of our initiatives could fortunately be continued. In March 2020 the EAC
launched the Expatriate Life in the Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic initiative.
This undertaking aims to preserve stories of expatriates — regardless of
country of origin or residence — who have written about any topic related to the
coronavirus outbreak.
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This year, we were unable to continue the processing of physical collections.
Accommodating interns was also not possible. Like the world around us, we
have adjusted to new ways of networking and exchange of information. This
year also provided us with numerous possibilities to gain new skills and deepen
existing knowledge through virtual events.
I am very grateful for the EAC staff and volunteers who were able to adjust to
the new working set-up quickly and effectively. Their creativity, flexibility and
dedication made working from home possible. Thank you for all your hard work!
This holiday season is unlike any other. On behalf of everyone at the EAC, I
wish you the warmth of memories from holidays past and wonderful glimpses of
the joy ahead.

COVID-19 impact on the EAC operations
Since March 2020, the EAC has regularly informed its followers of changes that
affect staff, volunteers, and researchers due to changing COVID-19
regulations. These updates prove to be helpful, especially for researchers who
are interested in visiting the EAC premises. Of course, not everyone is on
social media. The EAC has also created a dedicated page on our website to
inform anyone about our latest working procedures.
As of 23 November 2020, the EAC staff is not allowed on the EAC premises
unless it is strictly necessary. The office remains closed to researchers and
volunteers at this time. If you have any questions, please email us at
welcome@xpatarchive.com.

Review of EAC priorities
In August 2020, the EAC board and staff met online to discuss the recent
COVID-19 developments, its impact on the EAC and review EAC’s priorities.
We agreed that the uncertain circumstances make it currently impossible for
staff to continue with ‘business as usual’. We also agreed that the EAC will
focus its efforts on making the EAC catalogue descriptions available online. An
online catalogue will allow approved researchers to study the EAC catalogue
descriptions content remotely, regardless of their location.
Until recently, the EAC granted researchers access to the archival material only
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on the EAC premise. These procedures were established in response to the
sensitive nature of the EAC’s archival material, containing a lot of personal data
of still-living people as defined in the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation.
It is important to highlight that this project’s objective includes only making the
catalogue descriptions of the EAC holdings available online. Researchers will
still have to visit the EAC if they would like to access the actual archival
material.
Creating an online catalogue is an important task that will require the support of
qualified archival volunteers. The EAC will be putting a team of volunteers
together for this project in the first quarter of 2021. If you are interested in
helping us with this project, please watch our website and social media
channels for more information about vacancies and volunteer requirements.

Archival news
Several volunteers made excellent progress with the processing of a few
collections. However, most processing of physical collections had to be put on
hold for the foreseeable future.
The EAC continues receiving contributions to its Expatriate Life in the Time of
the COVID-19 Pandemic initiative and Blog Archiving Project. We thank
everyone who shared their stories with us and agreed to preserve them!
The EAC has put together a project plan for adjusting the current collection
catalogue descriptions to make it fit for future online research. This project will
not only be our main priority for the months to come, but it is also one of the
biggest projects that the EAC has ever undertaken: we will have to review
information in approximately 200,000 fields in Adlib, our collection management
system.
The EAC staff and volunteers continue to participate in numerous workshops
and training to deepen their professional knowledge and archival skills.

2021 EAC Thesis Award
The promotion of the 2021 Thesis Award continues. The submission deadline is
30 March 2021. Are you interested in submitting your thesis or know someone
who could be interested in learning about our initiative? You can learn more
about this EAC initiative and thesis requirements here. Feel free to share our
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promotional flyer as well!

Online events
Like organisations all around the world, the EAC has had to adapt to working
mostly in an online environment. Regularly scheduled online events will allow
us to make our presence known and stay in touch with our stakeholders.
The EAC Information Morning, which is our regular “get to know us” event, went
online for the first time on 5 October 2020. Moving online allowed for greater
attendance than is available on the EAC premises where in-person events are
limited to 12 people. It also let people around the world attend this event or
watch its recording.
The next Virtual Information Morning will be Tuesday, 23 March 2021. Watch
our social media and website for the opportunity to sign up!
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On 17 October 2020, the EAC hosted a virtual meeting of the European EgoDocuments Archive and Collections Network (EDAC). Participants discussed
the problems facing them as archives and holders of ego-documents, as well
as how they have adapted to face these challenges. EDAC members decided
that the 2021 conference will be held in Emmendingen, Germany, on 24–25
September 2021. The EAC is also involved in the planning of the 2021
meeting.

Volunteering at the EAC
On 8 December 2020, the EAC staff and volunteers met virtually. While this is
no replacement for the annual EAC holiday party, and we definitely miss the
delicious and creative contributions everyone brings to the party’s potluck
lunch, it was great to catch-up and see familiar faces that we haven’t seen in
person since the beginning of the year.
The EAC currently has one open volunteer position. Anyone with a valid EU
work permit living anywhere in the EU may apply to be a Social Media
Volunteer! There is no need to commute to the EAC office. If you fancy yourself
(or someone you know) savvy with finding interesting, relevant stories on the
internet and have a few free hours a week, we would love to hear from you!
Email your CV and a brief letter of motivation to welcome@xpatarchive.com.
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Publications
The EAC’s Assistant Archivist, Myrthe Korf, wrote two articles that were
submitted to different publications:
‘Confined Across the Oceans: How a Dutch Family Survives the Second
World War’ is based on the experiences of a family whose personal
archive is in the EAC’s collection. The article was translated into French
and published in the October 2020 edition of ‘La Faute à Rousseau, the
theme of which is ‘Enfermements’, or ‘Confinement.’ The magazine is a
publication of the Association Pour l’Autobiographie. The original Englishlanguage article can be found on the EAC website as well;
‘Een archief in tijden van Corona’ introduces readers of Voeks, the Dutchlanguage newsletter for Royal Dutch Shell pensioners, to the EAC, how
the archive operates during the current pandemic, and our Expatriate Life
in the Time of the COVID-19 Pandemic initiative. The newsletter is only
available to members, but you can learn more about the initiative on our
website.
Additionally, the EAC's Director was interviewed this autumn by DutchNews.nl
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as part of their '10 questions' series for internationals living in the Netherlands!
Get to know more about Kristine on the Dutch News website.

New professional memberships
In recent years, the EAC has grown more active in seeking and joining
professional organisations that focus on archives, migration research and
expatriate communities. 2020 brought us to two additional outstanding
associations.
Archives Portal Europe provides access to information on archival
material from different European countries as well as information on
archival institutions throughout the continent. It consists of 7117
institutions, 281,641,518 descriptive units of archives and 26,896 persons
and entities. The EAC is expected to upload its catalogue descriptions
once the review process is finished, and we have made sure that our
metadata conforms to all applicable laws.
ICARUS aims at historical research in consideration of technological
progress in the field of archives. It is an association consisting of more
than 180 archives and scientific institutions from 34 European countries
plus Canada and the US. The EAC Director presented our organization at
the ICARUS General Assembly and Members online meetings on 25–26
November 2020.

If you have any questions or suggestions, please get in touch with us via social
media or email us at welcome@xpatarchive.com
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